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POWERFUL. PRODUCTIVE. PROFITABLE.
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Eric Neveu
VP, Professional and Customer Software & Services 
DT Tax and Accounting, a Thomson Reuters business

Like any great enterprise, your practice is far greater than the sum of its parts. 
No one activity defines the value and service that you bring to your clients.

The same is true of the DT Professional Suite. Each part of the Suite acting 
alone is a powerful tool but put together, these integrated parts have even 
greater potential to streamline workflow and increase profitability.

Through collaboration, innovation and integration, the DT Professional Suite 
gives you more time to focus on what matters most in your business.

This catalogue showcases the many products and services that together make 
up the powerful DT Professional Suite. I hope you will use it as your roadmap 
to a more efficient and profitable practice.
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Thomson Reuters, Tax & Accounting is a leading global provider of integrated tax compliance and accounting 
information, software and services for professionals in accounting firms, corporations, law firms and government.

Our values underpin our responsibilities
At Thomson Reuters, our values shape our culture and are embedded throughout the business, 
forming an important aspect of how we deliver for all our clients.

Trust
We act with integrity and 
independence by holding ourselves 
and each other accountable, ethical 
and reliable in all that we do.

Partnership
We work together – with each other, 
with our customers and with industry 
partners – to deliver superior results 
and experiences.

Performance
We deliver results and we excel at work 
that positively affects the world.

Innovation
We innovate to serve our customers, 
drive our growth and win in dynamic 
business environments.
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We are proud to 
be a business 
that is built on 
responsible values.
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SOFTWARE AND GUIDANCE DESIGNED 
FOR ACCOUNTING FIRMS

75% of firms feel their 
staff waste at
least 30 minutes 
per day searching 
for information or 
duplicating work.2

1  Big Data; The Management Revolution; Harvard Business Review; October 2012
2 Practice Webinar: How do you unleash your firm’s full potential?; August 2016
3 Survey conducted by the National Federation of Independent Business; June 2012

Every day, you’re faced with greater client demands than ever before. Get the proven software and 
knowledge solutions that will help you master every aspect of your practice, with the best tax and 
firm management to help you grow your firm.

With integrated solutions like the DT Professional Suite 
and Onvio from Thomson Reuters, you’ll gain the time and 
expertise you need to advise clients on everything from 
new regulations to business expansion — and you’ll build a 
digital-first workplace that attracts top talent.  

+5% +6%
Firms that use data to 

guide their decision making 
are an average 5% more 
productive and 6% more

profitable than their 
competition.1

30 
Minutes per day
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Every day, accounting firms waste hours searching for 
information or duplicating work — and you can’t afford 
to let these inefficiencies slow your business down. Shift 
your firm from reactive to proactive with our accounting 
project management software so you’ll be ready to tackle 
any client demands or compliance requirements as soon 
as they come up.

Complete more returns in less time with leading 
professional tax software, research and guidance solutions 
that help you turn your firm into a one-stop, full-service tax 
and financial advisory resource for your clients. 

Of small businesses have
invoices that have gone
unpaid for at least 60 days.3

Nearly 2 out of 3
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DT Professional Suite
The DT Professional Suite integrates innovative Canadian compliance software, with productivity 
and client service tools designed specifically for tax and accounting professionals. At the hub of the 
Suite is DT Practice, the proven practice management software.

DT Practice A proven practice management software, DT Practice not only offers 
standard time and billing, it helps you operate your entire practice at 
peak productivity with real-time access to essential firm, staff, and 
client information.

This powerful accounting practice management software is a 
comprehensive system, designed to meet the needs of today’s 
professionals.

By combining state-of-the-art technology (including Microsoft .Net and 
SQL Server, seamless integration with Microsoft® Outlook®, paperless 
processing, and web-based tools) with firm management modules 
(including Project Management, Client Management, and Staff 
Management), DT Practice offers insight, convenience, and workflow 
efficiency that will save you time and money.

Offering firm, staff, and client dashboards with real-time functionality, 
this accounting management software serves as a central hub, where 
you can get up-to-the-second data on firm operations, staff projects, 
and client status—all in one place.
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The right technology allows accountants to
successfully meet today’s most critical challenges,
turning them into profitable opportunities.

DT FormMax DT FormMax is an intelligent, easy-to-use tax form software for 
accountants, designed to avoid steps, keystrokes and save time.

DT Max DT Max professional tax preparation software is available for T1, T2, T3 
and T5013 and designed for preparers who want to increase profitability 
by serving more clients in less time. 

DT Max integrates with other Thomson Reuters solutions, including 
DT Professional Suite and Onvio cloud software so you never lose any 
billable hours to unnecessary manual processing. Meet all of your tax 
workflow needs with an end-to-end solution built on fast and reliable 
data entry, cloud computing and paperless processing.
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ACCOUNTING PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Every day, accounting firms waste hours searching for information or duplicating work — and you 
can’t afford to let these inefficiencies slow your business down. That’s why so many accounting 
firms are turning to Thomson Reuters DT Practice to track their time and billing.

Real-time access to information

Use our accounting firm practice 
management software to operate your 
entire practice at peak productivity with 
real-time access to essential firm, client, 

and staff information.

DT Practice

What you get with our accounting practice management software

Scalable software

Scale the software to suit the size of your 
firm — whether large or small — and 

implement only the features you need.

Mission control

A central hub of customizable dashboards 
provides up-to-the-second data on firm 

operations, staff projects, and client 
statuses.

Electronic invoices

Create electronic invoices, post bills 
online, and accept credit card payments, 
so you can collect payments from your 

clients faster.

Time-and-billing software

Get a clear view of the costs associated 
with your firm’s work by capturing and 
tracking billable time more efficiently.

Flexible reporting

Access detailed data that gives you 
helpful insight into your business, and 
take advantage of easy-to-use custom 

formatting options.
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DT PRACTICE MOBILE
On-the-go-access to your firm data on your 
iPhone®, iPad®, and Android™ device

Manage your firm from anywhere. DT Practice Mobile is an app for 
your mobile device that lets you access the key indicators you use to 
make decisions and run your practice every day. It’s the easy option 
to get important firm information on your Apple® iPhone, iPad, iPod 
touch®, or Android™ device.

Exclusively for tax and accounting professionals – the DT Practice 
mobile app gives you on-the-go access to important firm, staff, and 
client data 24/7, from anywhere. The information automatically 
flows directly into DT Practice where you can view it and other 
important DT Practice data to help you make smart business 
decisions on the spot. Stay connected and in control of your bottom 
line with key features, such as:

 • Staff Availability

 • Firm Financials

 • Staff Active Timers

 • Time Recap, assigned Projects and 
Tasks, and Notifications

 • Kilometre Tracking

 • Receipt Tracking

 • Call Timer
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DT Practice combines project and 
client management tools to ensure 
you’re managing your firm effectively 
and profitably.

In addition to optional project and 
staff management modules, 
DT Practice works with other  
DT Professional Suite products like 
T1 & T2 requests.

Track projects and hours 
Compare targeted billable hours to actual hours worked. 
Schedule projects and track important accounting staff 
management details.

Manage staff schedules 
Our accounting firm management software lets you monitor 
workloads and compare multiple staff calendars, including data 
from both DT Practice and Microsoft® Outlook®.

Assign work to staff 
Schedule items to work queues and assign them to the right 
staff on your team, plus rank items in order of importance, with 
our practice management software for accountants.

Synchronize contacts 
Sync up with your Microsoft® Office contacts in real time for the 
most current information in both applications.

Record interactions 
Record and save phone calls and notes for every client phone 
call, email, billing, or face-to-face meeting.

Track phone calls 
Ensure you’re invoicing accurately by keeping track of time spent 
on the phone with clients.

DT Practice 
KEY FEATURES
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              The flexibility and power of DT Practice never ceases to amaze me. It seems to 
have the capability of providing reports to give me whatever I want by way of metrics 
for my practice which I believe are essential for practice management.

Not only is DT Practice great at producing all the reports I could ever want, but 
excellent at managing engagements, projects and tasks. 

“
”Jean-Guy Talbot, FCPA, FCGA

Talbot and Associates and RêveNew 
Practice Management Inc.

Display staff projects and tasks 
A customizable dashboard keeps staff focused and ensures 
timely delivery to clients.

Monitor staff availability 
A quick glance ensures the right people are working on the right 
projects.

Monitor staff performance 
Maintain a close watch on operational efficiencies to ensure 
peak productivity.

Save time with your workflow 
management and tax processing when 
you use these integrated solutions.
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DT Max compliance

DT Max T1 T2 T3 T5013
Professional Tax Software for Accountants

All-in-one installation
The installation of DT Max compliance product, 
T1, T2, T3 and T5013 provides users with the 
current and the prior 9 years of tax calculations. 
That means you never have to reinstall a prior 
year’s software ever again!

Right-hand-side display
Efficiency and accuracy are the hallmarks of 
DT Max, the only professional tax software 
that uses single screen data entry and allows 
simultaneous viewing of the prior year’s data 
input or data from any other data set (including 
that of other clients).

Why choose DT Max 
DT Max compliance software offers tax professionals T1 (personal), T2 
(corporate), T3 (trust) and T5013 (partnership) software of the highest 
quality. All four products use the same powerful platform containing a 
wide array of powerful productivity features in common. All four include 
error prevention and authoritative diagnostics.

Client list
The Client list provided in every DT Max product 
is a quick reference to the current status of any 
tax file. The Client list displays if a client’s data 
has been received, if the return is ready to file or 
if it has been efiled, and shows a myriad of other 
statuses in between that are tracked every step of 
the way.

The Client list is customizable and can provide 
client information such as telephone numbers, SIN 
numbers and email addresses. It also enables a 
label printing tool which allows for the printing of 
any set of key information including full addresses.

Simple. Powerful. Efficient.
ALL DT MAX TAX COMPLIANCE SHARE THESE VALUABLE FEATURES
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Connecting 
3 great products:
DT Max T1, T2
& Taxnet ProTM

Visit: gettaxnetpro.com

Access Taxnet Pro directly within  
DT Max for timesaving links to let you 
jump to relevant tax research along the 
way if you run into questions.

Taxnet Pro is home to Canada’s 
finest online tax library — the most 
authoritative commentary plus the 
largest collection of case law, legislation, 
government documents, and news.

Quick and efficient data entry
In short, one-page data input is quick and accurate. 
Results are viewed in context and can be traced back to 
their origins from field to form to worksheet to data entry.

Status tracking
The status tracking in the DT Max client list may be 
analyzed at any time to understand work flow and to alert 
administrators of files that may need immediate attention.

The powerful QuickTrack feature also allows for validation 
of each field by entry. Senior staff can refuse, question or 
approve any field and apply notes for preparers.

Advanced diagnostics
The Audit Trail, also included in every DT Max compliance 
product, is a history of all activity in any client file or the 
entire database which logs the user who applied changes 
and at what time.

Electronic filing (EFILE)
Electronic filing with DT Max is virtually error-free and 
can be traced back to the client’s file and reported as the 
client’s status in the Client list.
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DT Max compliance

DT Max T1
Professional Tax Software

DT Max T1 is professional tax preparation software for accountants who want to increase profitability 
by serving more clients in less time. Enter data with DT Max’s rapid-fire input screen: Do not flip 
from screen to screen to enter data. One client, one screen. So simple, it’s brilliant!

Also includes: 

 • Integrated Billing Module

 • Bankruptcy support (pre and post returns)

 • Automated T1-ADJ

DT Max T1 features:

 • One-page data entry

 • Customizable, informative client database list

 • Complete side-by-side display capability 

 • Advanced calculations with basic tax information

 • Interactive warnings and diagnostics

 • Extensive worksheets and optimization reporting

 • Information sharing by spouses

 • Data conversion from competitive software

 • Preset templates for faster inputting

DT Max T1 uses one screen to enter data to continually optimize 
the data entered, automatically transferring deductions and credits 
between family members for the best possible tax result.

From basic to complex returns, DT Max handles all tax scenarios 
such as income from multiple jurisdictions, foreign income and 
bankruptcies. 

DT Max T1 includes all the latest CRA tools, including the time-
saving Auto-fill my return, electronic adjustments made easy with 
ReFILE and instant notice of assessments the moment the tax 
return is transmitted using Express notice of assessment. 

Save time and ensure accuracy by using CRA’s Auto-fill my return 
service, along with Quebec Tax Data Download (TDD) service from 
Revenu Québec. These electronic services permit you to download 
tax slips directly into DT Max. 

DT Max continues to lead the way for EFILE, thanks to thorough 
testing and powerful error-preventing diagnostics. DT Max 
customers also appreciate the way DT Max writes the EFILE status 
of the client into the client’s file and the Client list.

Automate your billing with the DT Max T1 Billing Module, allowing 
your firm to bill according to the complexity of the tax return rather 
than time spent on a file. The choice is yours, the DT Max Billing 
Module can fully automate the production of an invoice based on 
any criteria you choose.
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Only DT Max offers a Tax Planner that is released in June and contains 
any budget changes for the current year known at that time. 

The DT Max Planner is fully integrated into DT Max T1 and contains 6 
planning scenarios that are completely separated from the amounts 
entered into any tax return future or present. That said, any of the 
six plans created or any portion of them may be imported into the 
upcoming tax year, saving time and avoiding errors. 

All the CRA tools, all in one place
Save time and ensure the best results with the latest electronic filing 
advancements from the CRA.

Quebec

Québec Tax Data Download 

This service is similar to Auto-fill my return from the CRA and ensures 
accuracy by downloading a number of tax slips directly from Revenu 
Québec to DT Max.

              DT Max’s single display 
data entry method is the most 
efficient way of inputting data 
that I’ve seen. I tested other 
software, but they all required 
more steps to complete the 
return.

I was looking for software that 
was fast, easy to use and teach. 
Over the years I’ve had various 
staff learn DT Max with a low 
and quick learning curve. The 
tutorials that are available have 
made the training very easy.

Family optimization is terrific. 
Whether it’s the tuition transfer, 
pension income split, donations 
or medicals and other factors, 
the software does an amazing 
job that always pleases the client 
with the results.

“

”Frank Weyer, CPA
Frank C. Weyer Accounting
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DT Max compliance

DT Max T2
Corporate Tax Software

No other corporate tax software is more responsive to the needs of the busy tax professional than 
DT Max T2.

DT Max T2 provides seamless integration of the related and/or 
associated corporations in 3 easy clicks. With DT Max T2, you can 
automatically import the tax information of a client corporation’s 
related party through the introduction of the other company’s 
client number.

Once the automatic data import has been completed for all 
corporations, DT Max’s data entry screen enables you to view all 
the imported files for the filing corporation. DT Max will also notify 
you of any discrepancies between the imported files and the actual 
tax return.

DT Max’s unique verification system ensures that changes to a 
related corporation are ratified prior to synchronization with the 
parent corporation.

Every version of DT Max T2 includes a six-scenario tax planning 
tool that preserves your current file and yet can be used to build 
the production return. Use the DT Max tax plans to create up to six 
simultaneous plan versions for each client.

For example, with related corporations you can easily identify the 
fiscal incidences of the allocation of various amounts for each of 
the corporations in the group.

After importing the General Index of Financial Information (GIFI), 
simply click to synchronize Net income and Tax on capital groups.

Preventing errors saves time and avoids rejection of the return.

DT Max T2 features:

 • One-page data entry

 • Prepares all types of Canadian 
corporations, not just CCPC’s

 • Customizable, informative corporate 
database list

 • Complete side-by-side display capability

 • Optimized calculations

 • Full GIFI import, synchronization 
plus manual data entry

 • Interactive warnings and diagnostics

 • Special support for Charity returns 
including the T3010

 • Related-party integration

 • Data conversion from competitive software 

 • Preset templates for faster inputting
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Behind DT Max T2 is a rigorous errors and diagnostics 
structure that clearly identifies as warnings - errors that 
prevent filing (due to missing information required by 
the CRA, for example), errors in GIFI data, or errors that 
will prevent calculation of the return, so that they can be 
resolved quickly and easily. 

DT Max T2 includes forms and calculations for the special 
compliance needs of the resource industry, credit unions, 
financial institutions and insurance corporations at no 
extra charge.

DT Max T2 also has a unique registered charity module 
included for free. Returns for registered charities 
practically prepare themselves with a pre-designed input 
template just for them.

Like all DT Max products, DT Max T2 produces the Federal, 
Quebec and Alberta equivalent returns simultaneously. 
Your Quebec CO-17 returns can be electronically filed with 
.jpg, .gif or .pdf files attached to support the return.

CRA T2 Auto-fill Service:
The Canada Revenue Agency’s (CRA) T2 
Auto-fill secure service, available with T2 
certified software products, lets business 
owners and authorized representatives 
download information from the CRA to their 
tax preparation software.

Using this web service, you can save time and ensure accuracy 
by downloading a number of items directly from the CRA 
straight into DT Max. Once downloaded, you can then take 
advantage of DT Max’s powerful Right-hand side display 
feature to view the downloaded data. Easily import either 
some or all of the downloaded data into your DT Max file.
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DT Max compliance

DT Max T3
Professional Trust Tax Software

DT Max T3 is designed not only for those who specialize in trust returns but also for those who are 
faced with this task only occasionally or annually.

DT Max T3 has all the tools you need to complete trust returns of all 
kinds. 

The single screen input and right-hand side display features of  
DT Max are ideally suited for T3 tax preparation. Instead of filling 
form after form, everything is on one page. This reduces possible 
errors and allows for simplified review and accuracy.

Beneficiaries entered, along with their respective details can be 
viewed on one single page, saving precious time.

All trusts are different, and wills and testaments will vary for every 
trust as can beneficiaries. DT Max T3 gives you the flexibility to 
enter data your way, accommodating for all possible combinations.

DT Max T3 strategically allocates the trust expenses against the 
trust income in order to maximize deductions and credits.

Details such as beneficiary information are brought forward 
annually for use in preparing the return. Slips can be transmitted 
via EFILE or securely sent to beneficiaries using Onvio Firm 
Management. 

DT Max T3 also includes an integrated billing module and an 
advanced, automated T3 Adjustment feature providing clear and 
concise comparison of results while maintaining a copy of the tax 
return as originally filed.

DT Max T3 features:

 • One-page data entry 

 • SmartStart input assistant for 
simplified data entry

 • Customizable, informative trust 
database list 

 • Complete side-by-side display capability 

 • Advanced calculations and optimizations 

 • Interactive warnings and diagnostics

 • Extensive worksheets and reporting

Also includes:

 • Integrated Billing Module

 • Automated T3-ADJ

 • EFILE of the slips
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DT Max compliance

DT Max T5013
Partnership Returns Software

DT Max T5013 is the only fully-functional stand-alone tax product in Canada for partnerships. 
This newest member of the DT Max tax compliance family is true to its roots promising concurrent 
support for the Quebec TP600 and dedication to one-time data entry for repeat-use values. As with 
all DT Max products, the T5013 will retain all partner details and identification from year to year, 
saving time and avoiding input errors.

Why is the T5013 from DT Max a stand-alone product? Preparation of T5013/TP-600 can be complex and repetitive. The DT Max 
carryforward functionality and virtually unlimited database capacity makes it a perfect choice regardless of how many T5013s cross 
your desk each year.

DT Max T5013 features:

 • One-page data entry

 • Complete side-by-side display capability

 • Cross-jurisdiction data entry (no re-entering 
same amounts for Quebec)

 • Full GIFI import, synchronization plus manual data entry

DT Toolkit
TAX INTEGRATION KIT

DT Toolkit allows for the import and export of data within DT Max to further reduce data-entry time 
(e.g. capital gain/loss transactions).

 • Supports all Partnership Information Returns

 • Interactive warnings and diagnostics

 • Preset templates for easy inputting

 • Customizable, informative Partnership client list
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TAX FORMS SOFTWARE

DT FormMax

Prepare T4, T5 and many more tax forms, slips and summaries issued by the CRA 
and Revenu Québec, all in one software package.

DT FormMax offers hundreds of forms, slips and summaries for 
individuals, corporations, partnerships and trusts. Forms are easy 
to find thanks to our unique Forms Filter and the intuitive Forms 
Navigator.

DT FormMax automatically fills forms with the information it has 
on hand with direct access to editable forms and performs the 
necessary calculations.

DT FormMax also provides comprehensive error detection and 
warning messages for missing, incorrect or overridden data.

DT FormMax automatically carries forward to the next year 
permanent data such as name, address, social insurance number 
or business number. This allows you to save time since you do not 
have to re-enter this information each year.

Of course, Internet File Transfer is included at no extra charge.

DT FormMax features:

 • Forms, slips and summaries for individuals, 
corporations, partnerships and trusts

 • Enter information a single time 
for repeated access

 • Automatically fills forms with the information it 
has on hand with direct access to editable forms 
and perform the necessary calculations

 • Error or warning messages for missing, 
incorrect or overridden data

 • “Forms Filter” and “Forms Navigator” options 
help you find the forms you need fast

 • Internet File Transfer
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DT Import automates the importing of validated tax slips from  
DT FormMax and DT Max T3 directly to your client files in DT Max T1. 

Once your tax slips and forms have been completed in DT FormMax 
and successfully created a validated XML e-transmission file for EFILE 
purposes, you can use DT Import to import this data to DT Max T1 on 
client-by-client (company or firm) and taxpayer-by-taxpayer basis 
including family heads, spouses, and dependents. 

To simplify the process, DT Import will suggest the client number for 
each selected tax slip recipient. You can manually override the  
DT Import suggested client number as needed.

DT Import features:

 • Integration between DT FormMax,  
DT Max T3 and DT Max T1

 • Import of various tax slips [T3, T4, T5, 
and Quebec equivalents] 

 • Automated client ID look-up

 • Client-by-client and recipient-by-
recipient importing 

 • Works only with validated data

DT Import
TAX INTEGRATION SOFTWARE

DT Import is a form and tax slip integration utility designed to save you time using the data 
you already have. Directly transfer tax slip information prepared by your firm in DT FormMax 
or DT Max T3 to an existing client in DT Max T1.

Learn more about DT Professional: thomsonreuters.ca/en/dtpro
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THE CLOUD-BASED FUTURE OF TAX AND ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

ONVIO
To be successful in today’s tax and accounting 
profession, you’ve got to stay ahead of the curve. That 
means you need to anticipate the opportunities in a 
complex landscape, be prepared to react quickly to 
changing legislation, equip your firm to provide the 
services and insight your clients and staff demand, 
and most of all, deliver meaningful results for your 
clients — wherever and whenever they need it. 

Enter Thomson Reuters Onvio: The next step in the 
evolution of tax and accounting software.

We’ve drawn on our knowledge 
and capabilities to forge our 
Onvio suite — a powerful set of 
solutions that will propel your 
firm into a future where there 
are no limits.

ONward + VisIOn = ONVIO

What is
Onvio?
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All About Thomson Reuters Onvio
A suite of innovative cloud-based products for tax and accounting 
professionals, Onvio brings everything you do together into one online 
platform, so your team can work together with the speed, flexibility, and 
information you need to keep pace in a fast-changing profession.

The integration capabilities of Onvio make it easy to adjust for perpetually 
evolving regulatory requirements, with content and advice that’s always 
up to date. And the flexibility of Onvio means that as your needs and your 
clients’ needs change and grow, Onvio can grow with you.

Backed by Thomson Reuters
Onvio is backed by the expertise of Thomson Reuters, which has been 
serving practitioners with online applications for decades. Because the 
security of your data is a top priority, our strategic data center facilities 
feature security and technology best practices, redundant power sources, 
and security parameters designed to protect sensitive data. So say 
goodbye to IT headaches, and enjoy the peace of mind that comes from 
knowing your data is secure and operations can continue.

Read on to discover how you can move forward into a new era of superior 
client service and increased productivity and profitability with Onvio — the 
cloud-based future of tax and accounting software.
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Flexible. Powerful. Together. 

Tailor Onvio to your firm’s work style
The modular approach of Thomson Reuters Onvio means that 
with Onvio powering your firm, you can create, modify, and share 
documents, track time and billing, and stay synchronized with 
colleagues and clients on a single, universally accessible platform.

Work anytime, anywhere. Because Onvio is accessible online from 
your desktop, laptop, or mobile device, you and your staff have the 
freedom to work where, when, and how you choose.

That means secure, seamless connectivity across your organization 
and with your clients.

Share data seamlessly. The heart of Onvio is its intelligent 
workflow. Whether you’re importing client documents, recording 
employee time, or updating a project status, you never have to 
worry about updating information in multiple places — since all 
products share the same database, there’s no manual synching 
required. And because Onvio works with popular document 
sharing solutions such as Dropbox®, Google Drive™, and Box, it’s 
simple to keep everyone on the same page.

Make it easy. Since every Onvio product shares the same intuitive 
interface, you’ll pick it up quickly and enjoy a consistent, familiar 
experience across the suite.

Keep it convenient. Manage all your internal resources, from 
client, contact, and staff information to time sheets and security via 
a comprehensive administrative portal.

Streamline your workflow with clients. It’s a breeze to exchange 
documents and files with your clients, thanks to the easy-to-use 
sharing capabilities of Onvio Firm Management.
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              It’s my first year using 
Onvio and I’m already saving a lot 
of time and money. With over a 
thousand clients using our pickup 
and delivery service, Onvio reduces 
much of the legwork in having to 
pick up client’s slips and eliminates 
the delays in delivering the tax 
returns.

Onvio is a great tool – our clients 
see us as a shining star!

“

”
Thomas Joseph
TJ Tax 
Brossard, Quebec
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THOMSON REUTERS ONVIO FIRM MANAGEMENT: 

Document Management 

Secure document management plus cloud 
collaboration
Demand for collaborative tools and anywhere/ anytime access to 
information continues to increase. Clients expect the firms they do 
business with to provide them with an efficient and secure way to 
collaborate and exchange information. Onvio Firm Management 
provides cloud-based, easy-to-use document management, with 
innovative collaboration capabilities and an intuitive interface. 
Client collaboration functionality and direct integration with the 
DT Professional Suite enable simple user and firm administration, 
allowing your firm to work seamlessly with your clients to collect 
source documents and distribute deliverables.

The Request feature provides a secure location where clients can 
respond to messages and upload files via encrypted links that 
allow for easy, safe document sharing. This means you never have 
to worry about sending sensitive data through email or other, less 
secure methods.

With Onvio Firm Management, 
you’ll be able to:

 •  Easily onboard new clients by importing 
documents from Google Drive, Dropbox, and Box

 • Quickly scan and upload documents 
from other applications

 • Find the information you need by using full-
text search across a variety of document 
types, including Microsoft® Word and PDF

 • Drag and drop files from desktop and web

 • Customize your folder structure to fit your workflow

 • Manage clients and staff from a single 
user-friendly administration module

 • Rest easy knowing your data is secure and 
encrypted whether in transit or at rest on our servers
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Source document scanning goes mobile 
Take photos of source documents with your mobile device 
and enhance them on the spot with the Onvio Documents 
and Onvio Client Centre apps. 

Onvio Firm Management has two mobile apps available for 
your staff and clients. These apps, Onvio Documents and 
Onvio Client Centre, will give you the document and client 
collaboration functions of Onvio Firm Management, plus the 
ability to:

 • Take photos of source documents with your 
mobile device and enhance them in the 
app (flip, crop, de-skew, flatten, etc.)

 • Quickly scan and upload multipage documents 
with your mobile device’s camera

 • Edit files in their native Microsoft programs 
(e.g., Excel®) while you’re in the app

 • Answer client questions with ease, since you’re 
viewing the same information in real time, 
even when you’re in the mobile app
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THOMSON REUTERS ONVIO FIRM MANAGEMENT:  

Client Collaboration 

True client and staff collaboration
As part of Onvio Firm Management, Client Centre gives you the 
latest in virtual client and staff collaboration. Think of the secure 
online portal as the hub for communication between your staff and 
clients. And because it’s optimized for tablet and Web, your clients 
can work with you anywhere they happen to be.

Since Onvio works with Dropbox, Google Drive, and other popular 
document-sharing solutions, it’s easy for your clients to exchange 
documents and collaborate on edits with your staff. You can 
even “assign” your clients tasks that require their action, such as 
uploading necessary documents or completing e-signatures.

Client collaboration features also make life easier for your staff, 
thanks to:

 • Fast and easy drag, drop, scan, and selection of documents

 • The ability to customize and fine-tune 
the messaging your client sees

 • A simple and intuitive client-side view of the documents 
they upload and receive from your firm

 • The ability for clients to easily and securely 
share documents with third parties

 • An easy file exchange process for both your staff and your clients

 • The ability for clients to easily pay online 

The integration with DT Max also gives you access to a set of 
online tax questionnaires that guide your clients to a list of source 
documents they need to upload. It’s an easy way for clients to 
provide you with updated information from any device, at their 
convenience.
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It’s all about 
collaboration.
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THOMSON REUTERS ONVIO FIRM MANAGEMENT: 

Time and Billing 

Keep your firm at peak efficiency
The centralized database and real-time synchronization of Onvio 
ensure that you and your staff are always on the same page when 
it comes to time and billing. Fast setup and an intuitive interface 
make it easy to enter time and expenses, create invoices, track 
receipts, and report on your firm.

Easy Time and Expense Tracking

 • Choose from two input screen views: form-based with onscreen 
reporting of time and expenses entered, or grid-style entry 
with a traditional timesheet view of work completed

 • Review time and expense entries in a centralized 
screen and export to Microsoft Excel for analysis

 • Use one or more timers to capture time 
as it happens anywhere in Onvio

Flexible, Customized Billing

 • View WIP amounts available to bill — subtotaled 
by project, engagement, or at the client level 
— and export to Excel for analysis

 • Create multiple invoice formats that can default 
to the client and be selected upon creation

 • Review time and receivables with on-screen reporting 
by day, week, month, or custom date range

Receipt and Adjustment Tracking

 • Enter receipts and apply them 
to outstanding balances

 • Enter different adjustment types, including 
credit memo, debit memo, and write-offs

 • Send statements to clients showing 
the status of their accounts

 • Enable bill pay for clients online or 
with credit cards in person

Reporting

 • Access the data you need to make impactful 
business decisions to move your firm forward 
with firm management reports on productivity 
collection aging, project status, and more
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THOMSON REUTERS ONVIO FIRM MANAGEMENT:

Project Management 

Never miss another deadline
The holistic design of Onvio allows you to manage projects without missing a beat. 
Unlike many ad hoc systems, Onvio helps you manage all of the information you 
need for a successful project, including due dates, tasks, budgeting, reporting, and 
more. Because Onvio is a centralized, cloud-based platform, project management 
seamlessly integrates with the rest of Onvio.

Project management ensures your team is working towards one goal, thanks to:

 • Due date tracking

 • Task tracking

 • Project budgeting tools

 • Realization rate tracking (year-over-year) to see what’s profitable and what’s not
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Onvio Firm Management Essentials Advanced
Shared Features
Home page and client dashboard
Client notifications
Reporting
Web based

Project Management
Due date tracking
Project tasks
Target and actual dates (received, start, complete)
Project budgeting

Document Management
Basic document storage
My documents
Full text search
Request feature
Mobile app
Third-party integration
Drag and drop

Time and Billing
Invoice and statement format wizard
Suite-wide timer
Online bill pay
Late fees and statements
Approval and posting process

Client Collaboration
Client Centre
Client Centre mobile app
Tax questionnaire (integrated with DT Max)
E-signature

What you get with Onvio Firm Management
From client portals to document management, Onvio has an 
integrated solution designed just for you. The flexibility of Onvio 
means that as your needs and your clients’ needs change, Onvio can 
grow with you. Here’s a quick overview of what you get with each 
version of Onvio Firm Management.
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THOMSON REUTERS ONVIO 

Trial Balance

Simple, Straightforward Trial Balance 
Sometimes, you just want a quick and easy way to verify client 
balances and send them to a tax return. If that’s what you need 
for your engagement, you’ll find it in Thomson Reuters Onvio Trial 
Balance.

The clean, crisp interface and built-in project handling of Onvio 
Trial Balance make it easy to stay on top of your trial balance work 
and deliver superior results in your tax process. And thanks to the 
latest in cloud technology, you’ll avoid many of the hassles and 
headaches associated with on-premise trial balance products.

What will you find in Onvio Trial Balance? 

 • A flexible and easy-to-use trial balance grid

 • Simple import and export of accounts and balances

 • Multiple journal entry types and 
multiple views of the trial balance

 • The ability to process annual, monthly, 
quarterly, semi-annual, 13-period or 
weekly engagement frequencies

 • Tracking of all work using projects set up in Onvio

 • Intuitive tax line assignment

 • Simple import of accounts and balances 
with instant onscreen validation

Work in a simple yet  
powerful trial balance grid.
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6 good reasons to consider the cloud 

Not sure if you’re ready to move to the cloud? Here are six excellent 
reasons to consider making the move.

1. Accessibility — Today’s clients and staff expect (and 
demand) access to their personal and financial 
information online, anywhere, on any device.

2. Connection — In an over-scheduled world, the tools of 
the cloud (portals, websites, etc.) make it convenient for 
your staff and your clients to stay in touch.

3. Efficiency — Cloud technology improves efficiency 
in the firm and eases the burden of software 
and hardware maintenance.

4. Collaboration — Working in the cloud enables your firm 
to work with clients in a manner that’s familiar to them 
(e.g., using secure logins to access files online).

5. Security — To mitigate security risk, cloud providers 
offer a level of technical and staffing security that 
most firms can’t maintain locally.

6. Expertise — For over 20 years, Thomson Reuters has 
been a profession leader in helping tax and accounting 
firms maintain a virtual presence.

Find more reasons to embrace the cloud in: thomsonreuters.ca/en/onvio
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